Plazenet, according to her subject, focuses only on the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Gesner starts earlier, from the beginning of print, but also ends earlier, in 1642. Furthermore, a lot of her entries are dubious, and her bibliography neglects the Polish and Hungarian translations. Indeed, these have often gone unnoticed, or are only mentioned with incomplete information, as in the case of Oeftering (1901:51) . Gesner is not the only scholar whose bibliography is faulty or incomplete: those by Oeftering, MacQueen, and Colonna contain many gaps, and often seem to copy the mistakes of others. Finally, a reason why it is really necessary to undertake a new bibliographic survey, is that the surveys are old and not up to date. In recent decades, new discoveries have provided new information about the transmission. Some translations have been newly discovered, such as the fact that argues against the common assumption that Longus was not known in Spain until the late Spanish translation by D. Juan Valera in 1880, because she notices that some lines of the romance had already been freely translated/adapted by Damasio de Frías y Balboa in 1568. Others have been cast into doubt. For example, there may have been a reprint of Manzini's Italian translation of Longus in Bologna in 1647, but Ferrini rightly says: "molto dubbia la reale esistenza di questa ed. segnalata da molti autori che dichiarano di non averla vista" (Ferrini 1991:95) . Furthermore, some attributions have been corrected since earlier bibliographies. Les devis amoureux, for example, a French translation of Achilles Tatius, was often attributed to Claude Collet in older bibliographies. 5 According to the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Nakatani (2005:9-10) , and Pettegree (2007:4) , however, Philibert de Vienne is its true author.
My bibliography differs from earlier bibliographies because it intends to be broader, more critical, and up to date. First of all, it is based on new findings. It is the first systematic attempt to compile a specific bibliography of the Greek romances twenty-one years after Plazenet. Secondly, it is broader, because I do not limit myself to only one Greek romance but to the extant, so-called "Big Five", and I have included their translations in all the European languages in which they became available in early modern history. Thirdly, it also includes translations which were completed but not published. For those reasons, my bibliography contains new entries not included in existing bibliographies, such as the unpublished Hungarian translation of Heliodorus by Mihály Czobor. Fourthly, it covers the entire early modern era (unlike Plazenet, Gesner, and Létoublon (2015:75-77) ). Although the eighteenth century was relatively neglected by scholarship concern------ 5 See e.g. Reynier, G. (1969) . Le roman sentimental avant l'Astrée. Genève: Slatkine, p. 159.; Gesner 1970:154. ing the ancient romances, it was an important era: in this century, the Greek romances served their last days as popular models for adaptations, 6 as gradually the so-called "rise of the novel" and the growing negative attitude towards "romances" pushed them aside. Furthermore, as is well known, Xenophon and Chariton were rediscovered in this century after a long period of silence. In short, the eighteenth century was a turning point in the afterlife of the Greek romances, as attitudes towards them shifted from their early modern popularity and enormous influence to a new, modern approach. Therefore, my survey covers the period from their re-emergence in the fifteenth century to the eighteenth century. Finally, I correct the existing lists with findings from my own investigations into catalogues, consultations of digital copies, and secondary literature.
By way of explanation, on the following pages I will provide information about some bibliographic particularities necessary for a correct understanding of my survey, as well as a justification of choices I made about alleged editions, translations that deal freely with the original texts, and editions and translations that do not contain the complete romance. I will also discuss the history of their transmission (rediscovery, changing interests, tendencies …), their geographical dissemination across Europe, the popularity of some of those in print and as models for other versions, and combinations with other texts. 7 
To have been or not to have been? Alleged editions
For some of the prints mentioned in earlier bibliographies, there exists uncertainty as to whether they actually ever existed. Gambara's Expositi, a Latin translation of Longus, is such an example. Vieillefond (1987:lxiii) mentions an alleged edition in Basel in 1555, MacQueen (1990:264) and Gesner (1970:161) refer to one in Rome in 1569 titled Expositorum ex Longo libri iv heroico carmine, and several These are the bigger tendencies which can be discerned. But some smaller details are interesting as well, e.g. the fact that the Greek novelists are not always acknowledged in the title (see Classe (2000 Vol.I: 864-5) for some English translations of Longus, and Seeber (2017) for Zschorn's intentional obliteration of Heliodorus) or receive an epithet (Achilles Tatius is frequently called "the Alexandrian" and Longus "the sophist"). One can also distinguish differences among the Greek novelists, both in their popularity in print as well as the appearance of their editiones principes and first translations, but this has already been noted by other scholars such as Hofmann (2001:107). scholars such as Asor Rosa (1999:53) 8 and Ferrini (1991:89) mention a Plantine edition printed in Antwerp in 1569. Hofmann, who conducted a thorough investigation into catalogues and libraries, did not find these alleged editions, and refers to them as "phantom editions that haunt the bibliographies where generations of scholars have copied these wrong entries from each other, and should be removed for good from the bibliographies of Longus." (Hofmann, 2011:110) . I agree with Hofmann and consider the 1574 Naples edition as the true first print of Gambara's translation, the existence of which can be verified thanks to a digitalised copy. For reasons of completeness and correctness, I distinguish between the indubitable and dubious (re)prints by displaying the latter -with a reference to secondary literature claiming their existence -separately a line below the (re)prints whose existence is certain.
Regarding some translations, we do not know if they ever existed at all. For example, all bibliographies of Longus that include German translations contain a reference to David Wolstand (often as "Anonymous"), but I found no evidence of any existing work by this author. Maybe those dubious translations are simply lost, but we cannot be sure. For completeness, I include them in the survey, but unlike other bibliographies, I distinguish them from the other lemmata by placing them between two daggers ( †… †) to indicate their uncertain status.
In the twilight zone between translation and adaptation
The definition of the term "translation" is vague and can be interpreted in various ways, according to individual preferences of scholars and translators. Some of my entries are considered as translations by some, and as paraphrases or even adaptations by others, because they are not word by word translations. Thus, Oeftering (1901:51) argues that the Dutch translation of Heliodorus by Gentil is actually a retelling of the story. And the Spanish version of Achilles Tatius by Diego Agreda y Vargas is, in Nakatani's opinion (2005:18) , a free adaptation. As I intend to give a broad survey, I take the meaning of "translation" not too strictly, and I also take -----8 Asor Rosa, A. (1999 into account more creative interpretations of that concept and the more original variations by which the Greek romances so often reached the audience.
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Furthermore, I also include translations that do translate word by word but not in a very strict sense, such as translations in which some passages are translated word by word and others are summarised or adapted, and other translations in which an extra twist has been added, like inserting episodes of their own invention, rearranging the story, as in the case of Malnoury's French Heliodorus, 11 or putting the translated sentences into verse. Indeed, a recurring tendency is not only to translate the words into another language, but also to convert prose into poetry. Czobor and Gyöngyösi both provide a translation of Heliodorus into Hungarian verses.
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Similarly, William Lisle converts the Aethiopica into English metres, and Bossi the first five books into Italian "ottavo rima". Also Longus has been converted into verse: Gambara versifies the sentences in Latin dactylic hexameters, a choice of metre which situates the romance in the epic tradition. For this transposition of a prose work into poetry, MacQueen (1990:264) prefers to call it a paraphrase, and Reeve (2008:289) even refers to a free adaptation. Also, the French translation of Longus by Pierre Marcassus is commonly considered a paraphrase. Longus, in particular, seems to have attracted peculiar treatments like this.
-----10
Sometimes the authors themselves announce in their title or preface the freedom they take with the original, like Sanford's "the Hystorie of Cariclea & Theagenes (gathered for the most part out of Heliodorus)" or Lisle's "The famous historie of Heliodorus. Amplified, augmented, and delivered paraphrastically in verse" (my emphasis).
11 Nakatani (2005:135) argues that Malnoury de la Bastille rearranged the Aethiopica into chronological order, because an in medias res structure was no longer admired.
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Regarding the translations of Heliodorus by the Hungarians György, Czobor, Gyöngyösi, and Dugonics, see Rajka (1917) . For Czobor and Gyöngÿosi also Zsák, I.A. (1901) . Czobor Mihály a Chariclia első magyar fordítója. Irodalomtörténeti Közlemények, 11(1), . For a more recent reference, including the Hungarian Achilles Tatius, see Kiss (2017:266) . See also the following website for Czobor: Jankovics, J., Kőszeghy P., and Szentmártoni, S.G. (s.d. According to Gillespie and Hopkins (2005:302) , James Craggs's English version of Longus is at times a summary, at times a translation. Next, argues that the Spanish humanist Damasio de Frías y Balboa provides a partial translation/adaptation of Daphnis and Chloe in his chivalric romance Lidamarte de Armenia (1568) as an interpolated episode. Angell Daye frequently paraphrases Amyot's French translation in English, instead of translating it directly, but the liberty he takes with the romance goes further than that: in the third book he introduces a virgin queen reigning over the island of Lesbos, like the British Monarch, as well as shepherds celebrating a holiday in Her honour, after which he inserts a lengthy pastoral poem titled "The Shepheards Holidaie". Something similar happens to Achilles Tatius, among others, in the French translation by A. Rémy, pseudonym for Abraham Ravaud: Nakatani (2005:17) ). This says something about the importance of the first book: as Sandy (1979) explains, the abrupt opening in medias res prompts readers to try, like the brigands, to make sense of the strange, bloody scene of the opening sequence, and as the riddle of the identity of the protagonists gradually unravels, the first book establishes itself as an admirable piece of literary cunning, considered a model for imitation and emulation.
In other cases, the fragmentary state can be explained by the fact that the edition/translation is based on an incomplete manuscript or other editions with lacunae. The editorial history of Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon provides an interesting example. Annibale della Croce, also known as Cruceius, provides the first Latin translation in 1544, and indicates the condition of the text by using the word "fragmentum" in his title: it is based on an incomplete manuscript which only contains the last four books, the Sinaiticus gr. 1197.
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The Italian translation by Dolce and the French one by Philibert de Vienne are also based on this incomplete Latin version. Ten years later, Achilles Tatius receives his first full Latin translation. Philip Archinto informs della Croce that a full manuscript of Achilles Tatius exists in Rome -perhaps, as Nakatani (2005:11) suggests, the Vaticanus Graecus 114. Della Croce adds to his earlier translation the first four books and some corrections to the last four. 17 Meanwhile, another Italian, Francisco Coccio, had translated the entire text, this time in the Italian vernacular, and with acknowledgement to Achilles Tatius, from another complete manuscript in Venice which Nakatani (2005:11) identifies as the Marcianus Graecus 409. Half a century later, -----invented episodes, between the word by word translated parts. For more information about the free paraphrases/translations of Longus, see Classe (2000 Vol.I:865) . 14 Poliziano also mentions the sandals of Philetas in Longus' pastoral romance and the giraffe of the Aethiopica in Caput 2 and 3. For Poliziano's relationship with the Greek romances, see Bianchi (2011:67-98 The incompleteness of the romance is sometimes overlooked. For example, Doody (1996:46) claims that in John Cleland's pornographic novel Fanny Hill (1748), the erotic scene of a bathing youth triggering the sexual awakening of the young virgin Harriet recalls Daphnis' bathing scene inciting Chloe's sexual desire and love in Longus' romance. But since this passage is part of the lacuna, it raises the question of whether and, if so, how Cleland could have known about it.
Sometimes the editors and translators intentionally wipe out even more parts in the target text, because the editors and translators have a problem either with the style or the content, especially concerning Achilles Tatius and Longus. As is well known, they are often censured for moral or stylistic reasons. The scene in Longus, where Lycaenion sexually initiates Daphnis, is a case in point. Most
According to Nakatani (2005:14-15) , their edition is probably derived from the manuscript Vaticanus Graecus 2367 or Parisinus Graecus 2913. In the opinion of Plepelits (1996:393) , it comes from the Palatinus Graecus 52, then in the Palatine Library at Heidelberg, but according to Pouderon (2015:7) , however, it is derived from the codex Beta (2015:145) remarks that Coccio, Ravaud, and many other translators of Achilles Tatius' romance, even up to the twentieth century, leave Menelaus's apology for the kissing between men untranslated because of the homosexuality, but Belleforest and, according to Jouanno (2015:170) , Baudouin, are exceptions. Furthermore, when Longus' simplicity is increasingly appreciated during the eighteenth century, the digressive nature and rhetorical abundance of Leucippe and Clitophon are considered too superfluous, and to be avoided. According to Jouanno (2015:172) , d'Égly, for example, rids the romance of digressions, lamentations and ekphraseis for that reason. I include, of course, all versions read by the early modern audience -whether selective, accidentally fragmentary, purposely mutilated and censured, altered, or complete -in the bibliography, which, as the example of Cleland shows, the user should keep in mind.
The history of the transmission
So far, I have provided an explanation of my survey, but interesting information about the transmission can also be derived from the bibliography itself. Clear tendencies can be identified in the transmission of the romances.
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Its history has already been outlined extensively in academic study on the Renaissance and Baroque eras: the re-emergence of the Greek romances in early modern Europe starts with humanists consulting the manuscripts in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and with the publication by Bavarian humanist Vinzenz Heidecker of Heliodorus in 1534 in Basel, under his pseudonym Vincent Obsopoeus, the first print of a Greek romance. The celebrated French translation of Heliodorus by Jacques Amyot, published anonymously in 1547 in Paris, turns the wheel of fortune for the Greek romances: its great success gives rise to the popularity of the Greek romances, Heliodorus in particular, during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, as shown by both the number of editions/translations and the number of adaptations. In the second half of the seventeenth century, the number of new editions and translations diminishes significantly, as well as the number of reprints of earlier ones. Only four new editions and translations appear, limited ge-
Berger 1988:147. 22 Gillespie and Hopkins 2005:302; Classe 2000:864. 23 For this purpose, other bibliographies such as Gesner (1970 ), Ferrini (1991 , and Plazenet (1997) provide a chronology of the items based on the dates of (re)print. In my opinion, however, it is useful to order them chronologically per author and per language, instead of per year.
ographically to England and the Netherlands: Van Nispen translates Achilles Tatius into Dutch in 1652, Longus receives an English translation by Thornley in 1657 and a bilingual edition by Petrus Moll in the Dutch city Franeker in 1660, and Heliodorus is newly translated into English in 1686, the first five books by an anonymous "person of quality" and the last one by Nahum Tate.
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If the alleged anonymous German translation of Achilles Tatius ever really existed, Germany could be added to the map. This downfall in their transmission raises the question of why they seemingly lost their attraction, if the Greek romances thereby also lost their influence as models for imitation and emulation, and why those countries continued printing them.
In the eighteenth century, the Greek romances make a spectacular comeback on the book markets. Although the eighteenth-century development of novel writing causes negative attitudes towards older forms of prose fiction, this does not have a negative impact on their printing. In fact, the production is now at its highest, both in the number of new items and the number of reprints of older versions. Most interestingly, however, are the new interests and tendencies, which make the eighteenth century a clear turning point in the transmission of the Greek romances. Firstly, Europeans are no longer only interested in the sophistic romances, but also take notice of Xenophon and Chariton. Bernard de Montfaucon rediscovers Xenophon in its only surviving codex, the Florentinus Laurentianus Conv. Soppr. 627. It is first copied and translated into Italian by Salvini (1723), before the editio princeps of Cocchi (1726). Chariton is the last Greek novelist to reach early modern readers. The editio princeps only appears in 1750 by Jacques Philippe d'Orville, together with a Latin translation by Reiske. An English translation in 1764 is remarkable, due to another novelty, which is that it is translated by two women as an exercise given to them by their father. Secondly, Longus' fame increases rapidly and eclipses all other Greek romances, not only in printed form but also in their afterlife in art and music. Heliodorus is no longer the king of Greek novel writing: his baroque complexity has to yield for Longus' charming simplicity. It is striking that Daphnis and Chloe gets seventeen new translations and editions, that Caro's Tuscan translation is finally printed almost 250 years after it was made, and that Amyot's Amours Pastorales becomes the most reprinted translation. A final new trend is the grouping of Greek romances into collections. 25 From the second half of the eighteenth century onwards, it becomes a custom to print them together. Manzini's Italian Longus is printed together with Salvini's Italian Xenophon in 1792. The German professor Mitscherlich compiles ----- 24 According to Gillespie & Hopkins (2005:302) , the person who had initiated it died during the process, and Nahum Tate completed the task. 
The geographical dissemination
The first prints are confined to Switzerland, France and Italy. In Switzerland and Italy, humanists get hold of the manuscripts, and French Hellenists quickly take an interest in the romances. In the second half of the sixteenth century, they spread further to their neighbours in Germany, cross the Channel to Tudor England, and gain ground in Spain and its dominion in what is now Belgium (with prints in Antwerp). In the first part of the seventeenth century, they also reach the Netherlands during the Golden Age, and eastern Europe. Heliodorus' fame in particular now reaches as far as the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and Hungary: Zacharzewski's Polish translation is published far north in Vilnius, and the Hungarians György and Czobor translate him into Latin and Hungarian, respectively. Achilles Tatius reaches Slovakia, then part of Hungary. The translation by Festus (1620 in the Slovak city Košice, or Kassa in Hungarian) into Hungarian is actually the first appearance of the Greek romances on the Hungarian book markets, as György's and Czobor's Heliodorus do not make it to print. In the second part of the seventeenth century, however, France, Italy and Spain seem to have been satisfied with their popularity in the previous decades, and new items are sourced in the Netherlands and England. But when they are printed again in the eighteenth century, their dissemination continues to the North, West and East. Heliodorus now arrives in Copenhagen with the first Danish translation. The Aethiopica was already known in Hungary (see above), but now two Hungarian translations are finally published: a verse translation by Gyöngyösi is printed for the first time in the Slovak city Levoča (in Hungarian: Lőcse) and another one by Dugonics in Bratislava (in Hungarian: Poszony). The one by Gyöngyösi is reissued in Hungarian Buda in 1733 and 1763. The Kingdom of Hungary, which includes Slovakia, is now a crown land of the Habsburg Monarchy, but in the second part of the century, Greek romances also reach the Habsburg capital in Austria: not Heliodorus, as is usually the case, but a Greek edition of Longus by Vendotes, and another one of Xenophon in Greek and Latin by von Locella, according to the new tendencies of the era.
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In the West, Greek romance expands to Ireland and Scotland: Craggs's translation of Longus is reissued in Dublin in 1763, under a different title from the English prints, and Nahum Tate's Heliodorus is reprinted in Glasgow in 1753. Another geographical shift in the eighteenth century is that, while France had been the most eager to translate and edit the Greek romances, now the Germans are equally interested in them. Furthermore, while new translations appear in Italy in the second part of the eighteenth century after a century of silence, the first translations and editions by Italians are actually published outside of Italy: Salvini and Cocchi print Xenophon in the capital of Great Britain while they are members of the Italian circle in London, and Boccardi makes an Italian version of Xenophon in Cologne in 1730.
A reason why it is interesting to map this dissemination is because a work's first appearance in a country in print often puts its afterlife in the literature and art of that region in motion. It is well known that the successful transmission of the sophistic romances into France, Great Britain and Spain in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries triggered their function as models for French heroic romances, English Elizabethan romances, and Spanish novelas bizantinas for prose fiction, respectively, as well as for the stage.
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Few studies, however, have been undertaken to examine whether their transmission had any impact in the Netherlands, Denmark, Austria and the rest of Eastern Europe, or whether there are regional differences in the treatment of the texts by the translators or imitators. Of course, there does not always exist a causal relationship between the appearance of the texts and their afterlife in art and literature within the same region: the Aethiopica
If one looks at paintings of the Greek romances in the eighteenth century, for example, Heliodorus is no longer depicted but Xenophon and Longus are. See Ricquier, K. (2017 See Gesner (1970) for the influence on Shakespeare, and Sandy (1979 Sandy ( , 1982 for a more general account of the English afterlife of the Greek romances. See de Armas Wilson (2014:3-23), Gual (2011:192) , and Rose (1971:94-134) for la novela bizantinas. See Plazenet (1997) for a good overview of their afterlife in France and Great Britain. was already known in Denmark with the paintings of Gerrit van Honthorst for the Danish crown prince Christian in 1635, 28 a century before the text was printed in Copenhagen.
Popularity in print and as source texts
The number of reprints tells us something about popularity. In the sixteenth century, Amyot, Warschewiczki, Underdowne, Zschorn, and della Croce are frequently reissued. In the seventeenth century, Ghini, de Mena, and Coccio also receive several reprints, as do, in the eighteenth century, Schmidius and de Mena Black (2011:356) , the translation by Nahum Tate, except for the last two pages which are taken from the 1717 translation. And Antoine le Camus makes his own anonymous French translation of Longus and prints it next to the one by Amyot in 1757.
These combinations are the most obvious connections between editions and translations which can be seen in my bibliography, but the survey also allows us ----- to see another possible type of connection: dependency. The chronology permits us to see which translations preceded others, and might have functioned as source texts. Indeed, sometimes even the title betrays the sources from which they derive their translation: both William Burton and François de Belleforest copy the spelling "Achilles Statius" from their example, della Croce's complete Latin version, which, as Nakatani (2005:11-12) suggests, the Italian had taken over from the Suda.
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The success of some editions in reprints echoes their popularity as models for other translations. To give some examples, Amyot' Warschewiczki's function as model can be derived in some cases because he frequently errs and, as a result, the translators using the Latin by Warschewiczki as source text make the same mistakes. In that respect, the English translation by Underdowne and the German one by Zschorn are quite faulty.
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A translation can also be based on several source texts. Thus, according to their preface, the English translators of Chariton based their work on the Italian of Giacomelli, Reiske's Latin, and occasionally on the original Greek text. We can also observe the opposite phenomenon, where apparently the existence of other translations was not known about. Thus, the title of a Latin translation of Heliodorus by the Hungarian György, "Nunc Primum In Latinam Linguam Conversi", is remarkable, because it claims to be the first Latin translation, as if suggesting the translator did not know of Warschewiczki's first Latin translation, nor of Crusius' recent version.
-----30 For Burton's dependence on della Croce, see Nakatani (2005:13) , and for that of Belleforest, see Calvet-Sebasti (2015:53) . 31 See for the Spanish one de Armas Wilson (2014:20) , for Daye, among others, Hofmann (2011:109) and MacQueen (1990:265) . For Dolce, see Gesner (1970:149) and Hofmann (2011:107) ; for de Vienne, see Nakatani (2005:10) ; for the German one, Nakatani (2005:18) ; for Vargas, see Gual (2011:192) . See for Zacharzewski's translation Urbanowicz (2002) and Krzyźanowski (1984:248; 2012) , for Czobor, see Rajka (1917:37-62) . 32 For Underdowne, see Gesner (1970:147) and de Armas Wilson (2014:20) . For Zschorn, see Seeber (2017:514) .
Combinations with other stories
As mentioned under the history of their transmission, in the eighteenth century it becomes customary to print the Greek romances together. Though the brothers Bonnvitius were the first to publish Achilles Tatius together with Longus and Parthenius in 1601, their collection was an exception at that time. It was, however, already much more commonplace by then to print the Greek romances alongside other romances. These could be romances in a very general sense, as in a collection of love stories, including chivalric romances. Thus, in 1587 Zschorn's Aethiopica Historia is reissued as part of the Buch der Liebe by Sigmund Feyerband, together with medieval romances like Tristrant and Magelone. Or the volumes concern more specific combinations with other romances. The anonymous German translator of Achilles Tatius in 1631, for example, makes Leucippe and Clitophon the fourth part of the Theatri Amoris, a collection of German translations of French adaptations of Greek romance.
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The eighteenth-century collections of the Greek romances were not restricted to just those romances, and were often printed alongside other romances written in or translated into French, such as French chivalric or heroic romances, fairy tales, the Latin romances, and also some of the Byzantine romances. The latter does not surprise: as Nakatani (2005:18) states, throughout the entire early modern era, the Greek romances are often combined with other (ancient and modern) stories sharing a similar love theme (e.g. Parthenius's Erotica Pathemata is included in the editio princeps of Achilles Tatius), as well as with the Byzantine romances, because the Greek and Byzantine love stories are considered as one genre. The Dutch translation of Achilles Tatius by Van Nispen in 1652, for example, is printed together with Eustathius's Ismene and Isminias and Musaeus's Hero and Leander. And, in 1782, an anonymous French Xenophon is connected to Eustathius' Byzantine romance.
The combination with other stories in compilations tells us more about associations made between Greek romances and other texts, as well as about publishers' views on the romance. For example, the English translation of Heliodorus of 1717, in which the translator calls the Aethiopica the "Mother Romance of the World", is reprinted as the first book, a prominent place, in the Winter-evenings Entertainment, a collection of the best books ever written. This is a sign of the ongoing appreciation of Heliodorus, who is still considered the progenitor of novel writing. This aspect of the transmission is, however, relatively unexplored as yet. As Sandy (2008:307) remarks, Sanford's publication of his English Heliodorus together with Plutarchus was probably inspired by Amyot's famous trans------ 33 Möckel 2007:137-138. lations of both authors, but why did he also include the sayings of the philosophers? Why did Fraunce put the first book of the Aethiopica together with excerpts of pastoral love stories into hexameters?
To conclude, my expansion in time (up to 1799) and location (including Scandinavia, Ireland, and Eastern Europe) potentially opens the door to new insights. I have provided an overview of broad, changing tendencies throughout the early modern era, marking the late seventeenth century as a temporary breaking point and the eighteenth century as a period of transition, because of several shifts that occur during that time. My bibliography makes it possible to filter the literature's geographical dispersion across Europe over a wider area than was available before now, allowing a more complete picture of their distribution, as well as of their interconnections. Furthermore, I pointed out some peculiar (tendencies in) combinations among the lemmata themselves, as well as in combination with other stories, and I also disputed older findings by questioning alleged (re)prints. As I have suggested, the bibliography also allows us to identify opportunities for new research: to discover connections between the appearance of the Greek romances in print and the possible impact on the literature and art of the country where they are printed, to discover the dependency of one translation/edition on another, or to pay more attention to the associations made between stories.
Bibliographic survey of the Greek romances in the early modern era
I have ordered the editions and translations by Greek novelist (in order of rediscovery), and then, for each author, I list works in the classical languages (Greek, Latin, or both), followed by vernacular translations grouped alphabetically by language, and within each language, the works are listed chronologically. The information consists of the name of the editor and/or translator, title, place, year. Reprints are mentioned underneath the first publication, with additional information where the title or spelling changes, or when it is revised or reprinted in a larger compilation. Underneath the indubitable reprints, I put references to reprints in secondary literature which I consider as dubious because they cannot be found, in order to separate the uncertain from the certain reprints.
To show the source or the status of my data, I use the following symbols. An asterisk (*) designates that I have seen evidence of a work's existence with my own eyes, either a picture of the front page or a digitalised copy. Apart from editions available on Google Books, the catalogues (BSB, Gallica, USTC, ÖNB, Hungaricana) also sometimes provide digitalised copies. The Ilmenauer Discovery Tool contains microforms. An inverted question mark (¿) indicates that I was unable to find the item myself, but that item was consulted by another scholar. In that case, it is either mentioned as such in a bibliography (Ferrini 1991 for Longus) or examined and/or quoted in one of the chapters or articles I have read. A lemma put between brackets ([…]) signifies that it was produced but not put into print, or only much later, as I illustrate with additional information in a footnote. The others I found in the catalogues I consulted, to which I refer in the footnotes. In addition to the catalogues, Nakatani's bibliography (Nakatani 2005:253-256 ) also mentions copies in libraries and reference numbers for Achilles Tatius specifically. When put between two daggers ( †… †), the existence of the translation is uncertain. Oeftering (1901:52) , first printed in 1690 in Copenhagen.
Heliodorus, Aethiopica
----- For information on this translation, see Rajka (1917:9-16 in Paris: 1549 Paris: *, 1553 Paris: *, 1555 Paris: , 1559 Paris: *, 1560 Paris: *, 1570 Paris: , 1585 Paris: , 1596 Paris: , 1599 Paris: , 1609 Paris: *, 1614 Paris: , 1616 Paris: *, 1626 Rouen: 1588 Rouen: *, 1596 Rouen: , 1607 Rouen: , 1609 Rouen: *, 1612 Lyon: 1559 , 1575 , 1579 *, 1584 *, 1589 *. -According to Gesner (1970 reissued also in Paris, 1575 Paris, , 1583 Paris, , 1611 Paris, , 1613 Munich, 1553 , 1596 , 1613 . Oeftering (1901 Oeftering (1901:49) reissued in Strasbourg, s.d., 1620; Frankfurt, 1562. According to Gesner (1970:158) Gesner (1970: 159) and Oeftering (1901: 50) According to Urbanowicz (2002:300) and Krzyźanowski (1984:248; 2012) , Zacharzewski published it for the first time in 1590 in Vilnius and it was reissued in 1663 in Krakau, but no proof for that exists.
----- All editions can be found on the USTC.
-According to Gesner (1970:154) According to Kiss (2017:266) , however, the author is anonymous and the date ca. 1600. 
